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ARTICLE ONE (1)
BOUNDARIES

SECTION 1.
This body shall be known as the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous (CMSRSCNA). This Committee shall serve that portion of California that falls into the northern most portion of the San Joaquin County line including Calaveras County and Amador; to the eastern most portion of the Calaveras, Tuolumne, Mariposa, Madera, Fresno and Tulare County lines; to the southern most portion of the Kings-Tulare County lines; to the western most portion of the Kings, Fresno, Merced, Stanislaus and San Joaquin County lines; and any other group of Narcotics Anonymous (NA) that should choose to affiliate with this Region by majority approval of the CMSRSCNA.

ARTICLE TWO (2)
PURPOSE

SECTION 1.
The purpose of the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee (CMSRSC) is to be supportive to its Areas in furthering their primary purpose by linking together the Areas within this Region, and the rest of the Fellowship outside of this Region; to help Areas deal with their basic situations and needs, and to encourage the growth of the Fellowship.

SECTION 2.
The California Mid-State Regional Service Committee is organized under California law as an unincorporated membership benefit association.
This organization is a nonprofit public benefit organization providing charitable and educational support for its members and the public, and is not organized for the private gain of any person.
These guidelines shall serve as the founding documents, constitution, and by-laws of this committee.

SECTION 3.
No substantial part of the activities of this organization shall consist of carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the organization shall not participate or intervene in any political campaign (including the publishing or
distribution of statements) on behalf of any candidate for public office.

SECTION 4.
The assets of the CMSRSC must be permanently dedicated to its exempt purposes. And if the CMSRSC dissolves, its assets must be distributed to an exempt organization meeting the requirements of I.R.S. section 501(c)(3).

ARTICLE THREE (3)
MEMBERS

SECTION 1.
General membership in the CMSRSC shall be open to all individuals who share in the stated purpose of this committee.
This committee shall be comprised of:
A. The Regional Committee Member (RCM) and the Regional Committee Member Alternate (RCMA) from the established Areas that fall within the boundaries set forth.
B. The Administrative Committee.
C. Regional Information Coordinator (RIC).
D. Regional Delegate (RD) and Alternate Delegate (AD).
E. Convention Committee and Special Event Chairpersons.

SECTION 2.
Voting membership shall be comprised of the Regional Committee Members (RCMs). Their duly elected Alternates will vote only in the absence of the RCM.

SECTION 3.
A quorum shall consist of more than one-half (1/2) of the active RCMs, or business requiring a vote shall not be conducted.

SECTION 4.
All members of NA are welcome to attend regular CMSRSC meetings as non-voting members, using their representative as the channel by which to communicate.
At the discretion of the Chairperson, a non-voting member may be given the opportunity to address the CMSRSC.

ARTICLE FOUR (4)
FUNCTIONS

SECTION 1.
Hold regular monthly CMSRSC meetings, or more often if needed, in a designated location.

SECTION 2.
Record and distribute minutes of all regular CMSRSC meetings to the CMSRSC members. Any NA member may request a copy of the CMSRSC minutes. Upon request, minutes shall be mailed to Area Service Committee (ASC) Chairpersons within the Region. No business shall be conducted without written minutes being taken.

SECTION 3.
Maintain a PO Box.
SECTION 4.
Maintain a bank account with a prudent reserve of 33% of the six (6) month budget forecasts.

SECTION 5.
Hold a Convention, every other year, within the Region.
The Convention Committees Guidelines that have been adopted by the CMSRSC are attached hereto and incorporated herein as Addendum "A" to these Guidelines. The Convention Committee will operate under these adopted Guidelines as specified in Addendum "A" to these Guidelines.

SECTION 6.
Contribute to the growth of NA as a whole, by supporting open communication between the World Service Conference (WSC), Narcotics Anonymous World Services (NAWS), the membership within this Region and the Fellowship of NA as a whole.

SECTION 7.
Maintain the Regional Information Coordinator (RIC), Convention, ad hoc committees, and Behind the Walls Program in their endeavors to respond to the needs and directives of the membership of the Region as they arise.

SECTION 8.
The Chairperson may call special meetings. A special meeting may also be called upon by request of five (5) active voting members. The purpose, place and time of the meeting shall be stated in the call to all members. All meetings, special or otherwise, will comply with these Guidelines to the best of our ability.

SECTION 9.
Provides a copy of the most recently adopted California Mid-State Regional Service Committee Guidelines to all new participants of the CMSRSC.

ARTICLE FIVE (5)
ADMINISTRATIVE BODY

SECTION 1.
The Administrative Body shall consist of the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer, Assistant-Treasurer, RD, AD, the RIC and the RIC-Alternate (RIC-A), the Web Servant and Alternate Web Servant, the CMSRCC Chairperson, and the Behind the Walls Coordinator.
The Executive Committee shall consist of the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer, and Assistant-Treasurer.
The members of this body shall perform the duties prescribed by these Guidelines, “A Guide to Local Service in Narcotics Anonymous” (GLS), their successors and the parliamentary procedures adopted by this Committee as set forth in Robert’s Rules of Order, Newly Revised.
The members of the Administrative Body shall provide monthly written reports to the CMSRSC.

SECTION 2.
CHAIRPERSON:
A. A suggested minimum of four (4) years continuous abstinence from all drugs.
B. Shall be requested to sign an agreement of financial responsibility as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11
Funds, Section 8 Anti Theft Policy).

DUTIES:

1. Arranges the next CMSRSC meeting agenda following
   the current CMSRSC meeting.
2. Presides over all regular business meetings of the
   CMSRSC. Must be capable of conducting business
   meetings with a firm yet understanding hand.
3. Co-signer on the CMSRSC bank account and maintains
   the CMSRSC archives.
4. The Chairperson may serve a maximum of two (2)
   consecutive years if so elected by CMSRSC. (See Article
   9 Elections, Section 5 of these Guidelines)
5. A Holder of the CMSRSC PO Box key. May designate a
   regular member of CMSRSC to pick-up mail.
6. Ensures all new participants of CMSRSC are provided a
   copy of the current CMSRSC Guidelines.

SUCCESSION:

In the absence or incapacity of the chair the vice-chair assumes
the duties and obligations of the chair until the chair is able to
resume. In the event of the death, resignation, or removal of the
chair the vice-chair automatically becomes chair for the
remainder of the term, and the vacancy to be filled arises in the
office of vice-chair.

SECTION 3.

VICE-CHAIRPERSON:

A. A suggested minimum of three (3) years continuous abstinence
   from all drugs.
B. Willingness and ability to become Chairperson upon approval of
   the CMSRSC. (See Article 9 Elections, Section 5 of these
   Guidelines.)
C. Shall be requested to sign an agreement of financial
   responsibility as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11
   Funds, Section 8 Anti Theft Policy).

DUTIES:

1. In the absence of the Chairperson, the Vice-chairperson
   will perform the duties of the Chairperson, as contained in
   these Guidelines.
2. Stays informed of the Regional Information Coordinator’s
   (RIC’s) projects, and is available for any problems which
   may arise.
3. Co-signer on the CMSRSC bank account.
4. Acts as parliamentarian for the CMSRSC.
5. Maintains the Regional Policy & Adopted Motion Log to
   ensure accurate implementation of the will of the RCMs.
6. The Vice-chairperson may serve a maximum of two (2)
   consecutive years if so elected by this CMSRSC. (See
   Article 9 Elections, Section 5 of these Guidelines.)
SECTION 4.

SECRETARY:

A. A suggested minimum of two (2) years continuous abstinence from all drugs.

B. Shall be requested to sign an agreement of financial responsibility as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).

DUTIES:

1. Responsible for keeping accurate minutes of each regular CMSRSC meeting.

2. Responsible for retaining actual written motions presented to the CMSRSC and keeping accurate recording of any verbal motions presented.

3. Responsible for printing and distributing minutes of all regular CMSRSC meetings.

4. Keeps records on hand at each CMSRSC meeting of current and previous year’s meetings. Passes the previous year's minutes to the CMSRSC Chairperson at the end of office term for a compilation into the CMSRSC archives, and passes the current year's minutes onto the incoming Secretary.

5. Maintains an up to date mailing list of CMSRSC participants as well as telephone numbers and email addresses, if available, and distributes them quarterly.

6. A holder of the CMSRSC PO Box key, and handles correspondence.

7. The Secretary may serve a maximum of two (2) consecutive years if so elected by this CMSRSC. (See Article 9 Elections, Section 5 of these Guidelines.)

SECTION 5.

TREASURER:

A. A suggested minimum of five (5) years continuous abstinence from all drugs.

B. Working knowledge of procedures which includes, but is not limited to, budgeting expenses, balancing books, keeping accurate ledgers and worksheets, paying bills, maintaining the prudent reserve and basically following treasury format previously developed by the CMSRSC.

C. Shall be requested to sign an agreement of financial responsibility as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti Theft Policy).

DUTIES:

1. Custodian and Co-signer of the CMSRSC bank account.

2. Responsible for maintaining an accurate financial record using Quickbooks financial software.

3. Responsible for tracking budgets and expenditures of each Admin. Body position, in spreadsheet format, to maintain budget accountability.
4. Responsible for disbursements of CMSRSC funds, as approved.

5. Responsible for submitting a written report to the CMSRSC of it's current financial standing, including a copy of the current bank reconciliation, as of each business meeting. Will establish Prudent Reserve monetary amount for each Budget Cycle using formula set forth in these Guidelines and a fiscal year end financial summary showing month-by-month expenses, income and balance.

6. Works closely with chosen accountant to ensure all taxes are paid in a timely manner. Will serve as contact person as needed.

7. The Treasurer may serve a maximum of two (2) consecutive years if so elected by this CMSRSC. (See Article 9 Elections, Section 5 of these Guidelines.)

SECTION 6.

ASSISTANT-TREASURER:

1. REQUIREMENTS:
   a. A minimum of five (5) years continuous clean time.
   b. Prior service experience at the Area or Regional level.
   c. A demonstrated stability in their local community.
   d. Willingness and ability to become Treasurer upon approval of the CMSRSC.
   e. Shall sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR), as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).

2. DUTIES:
   a. Assists the Treasurer and works at the direction of the Treasurer.
   b. Acts as and assumes all responsibilities of the Treasurer in the absence of the Treasurer.
   c. Works closely with the Treasurer at all times checking all paperwork to ensure accuracy.
   d. Co-signer on the Committee's bank account.
   e. The Assistant-Treasurer may serve a maximum of two (2) consecutive years if so elected by this CMSRSC.

SECTION 7.

REGIONAL DELEGATE (RD):

A. A suggested minimum of five (5) years continuous abstinence from all drugs.

B. A one (1) conference cycle term of service unless otherwise specified by the CMSRSC. (See Article 9 Elections, Section 5 of these Guidelines.)

C. Shall be requested to sign an agreement of financial responsibility as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti Theft Policy).
DUTIES:

1. The primary responsibility of the RD is to work for the good of NA, providing two-way communication between the Region and the rest of NA as a whole.

2. Speaks for the Members, Groups and Areas within the Region at the World Service Level, and will make every effort to keep the Region informed of the World Service Conference (WSC) agenda as soon as it becomes available, prior to the WSC each cycle.

3. Attends all regular meetings of the CMSRSC, the WSC, and as many ASCs within the Region and workshops, as possible.

4. At the direction of the CMSRSC will contact inactive Areas to determine their status.

5. Works closely with the RCMs, the CMSRSC and the RIC, is a source of information regarding the “Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous” and the “Twelve Concepts for NA Service” and provides input in matters concerning them.

6. Prior to the WSC, obtains a group conscience for items contained within the Conference Agenda Report (CAR) and a vote of confidence from the CMSRSC for items not contained within the CAR but likely to come up for action at the WSC.

7. Shall facilitate a Regional Assembly in non-convention years.

8. Shall work together with the AD to write up this Region's report to the WSC. This report shall be submitted for approval of the CMSRSC at the February CMSRSC in years the WSC is held.

9. May serve on one or more of the NAWS working groups, although not as Chairperson. May not hold another CMSRSC position.

10. It is recommended that the RD serve at least two consecutive terms in the position to allow for information and training in said position. (See Article 9 Elections, Section 5 of these Guidelines.)

SECTION 7.

REGIONAL ALTERNATE DELEGATE (AD):

A. A suggested minimum of three (3) years continuous from all drugs.

B. A one (1) conference cycle term of service unless otherwise specified by the CMSRSC. (See Article 9 Elections, Section 5 of these Guidelines.)

C. Willingness and desire to become RD after the AD's term upon approval of the CMSRSC.

D. Shall be requested to sign an agreement of financial responsibility as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11...
DUTIES:
1. In the absence of the RD, the AD shall perform the duties of the RD as previously listed, (See Article 5, Section 6 RD Duties).
2. Shall attend the WSC with the RD.
3. Attends all the regular CMSRSC meetings, and as many of the ASC meetings as possible.
4. May serve on one or more of the NAWS working groups, although not as Chairperson; may not hold another CMSRSC position.
5. Shall work together with the RD to write up this Region's report to the WSC. This report shall be submitted for approval to the CMSRSC at the February meeting in years the WSC is held.
6. It is recommended that the AD serve at least two consecutive terms in the position to allow for information and training in said position. (See Article 9 Elections, Section 5 of these Guidelines.)

SECTION 8.
A. CMSRCC CHAIRPERSON
1. Requirements:
   a. A minimum of (10) years continuous clean time.
   b. A minimum of (5) years prior service experience at the Area or Regional level, (Admin. Body and / or California Mid-State Regional Convention Committee Admin. or Subcommittee Chair).
   c. A demonstrated stability in their local community.
   d. Has demonstrated administrative and management abilities.
   e. Shall sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR), as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (See Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).
   f. Must be confirmed by CMSRSC.

B. CMSRCC TREASURER & ASSISTANT TREASURER
1. Both must be confirmed by CMSRSC. (See Article IV D. & E.)

ARTICLE SIX (6)
REGIONAL INFORMATION COORDINATOR

SECTION 1.
The Regional Information Coordinator (RIC), a one (1) person position, with an Alternate; shall be elected by the voting members of CMSRSC. The information coordination should include Hospitals & Institutions, Public Information, Public Relations, Literature and Activities. The RIC
shall have the sole responsibility of maintaining the archives of their areas of interest and make regular contact with the Area Sub-committees in this Region. Acts as a resource to groups and members in their efforts to carry the NA message. His/Her direction is to try and become the most informed person regarding the respective topics within the California Mid-State Region (CMSR), while upholding the “Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous” and the “Twelve Concepts for NA Service”.

REGIONAL INFORMATION COORDINATOR (RIC):

A. A suggested minimum of four (4) years continuous abstinence from all drugs.

B. A one (1) year term of service unless otherwise by the CMSRSC. (See Article 9 Elections, Section 5 of these Guidelines.), with prior service experience at the ASC or CMSRSC level.

C. Shall be requested to sign an agreement of financial responsibility as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti Theft Policy).

DUTIES:

1. Public Relations: In Narcotics Anonymous, public relations simply means taking a more conscientious approach to the relationships we create with the public. This is the subject of the Public Relations Handbook; NA’s relationship with the public. These relationships are usually the result of members’ interactions at meetings and events, members performing specific service functions and members representing NA (sometimes unknowingly) during the daily routine of their lives. The scope of public relations is broad, and because of that, this focus is designed to help all of us in the many ways we interact with the public. We can think about public relations as dynamic relationships. The ways we create and maintain relationships with the public will continue to change and to grow over time. Because of these evolving needs, the principles and planning tools presented in Chapters Two and Three of the Public Relations Handbook are the foundation of our efforts. When our relationships with the public change, the principles and planning techniques stay consistent. In addition, much of the handbook’s support material will be updated regularly to meet the changing needs of our public relations service efforts. Part of the responsibility of the RIC is to act as a resource and keep up to date on the changes implemented in the Public Relations handbook, which is simply a place to begin; it is a tool members can use to become more aware and informed. You are the ones who will use this material to create a variety of inspired PR approaches in your local communities. (Adapted from the Public Relations Handbook Preface)

2. Hospitals & Institutions: Acts as a resource to groups and members in their efforts to carry the NA message into hospitals and institutions.
3. **Public Information:** Acts as a resource to groups and members in their efforts to carry the NA message to non-addicts and professional people. Shall also act as a vehicle to provide information to agencies regarding the NA message, and to the media within this Region, who request such services.

4. **Literature:** Acts as a resource to groups and members in their efforts to participate in the review/approval process of literature for Narcotics Anonymous.

5. **Activities:** Acts as a resource to groups and members in their efforts to keep the Fellowship informed of the various events scheduled throughout CMSR. Ensures the Web Site Regional Calendar is kept up-to-date.

6. The RIC shall produce a written report of their past years activities. This report will be given to the RD and his/her Alternate no later than the January CMSRSC meeting of that year, for inclusion in the Region's Annual Report to the World Service Conference.

**REGIONAL INFORMATION COORDINATOR ALTERNATE (RICA):**

A. A suggested minimum of two (2) years continuous abstinence from all drugs.

B. A one (1) year term of service unless otherwise by the CMSRSC. (See Article 9 Elections, Section 5 of these Guidelines.), with prior service experience at the ASC or CMSRSC level.

C. Shall be requested to sign an agreement of financial responsibility as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti Theft Policy).

**DUTIES:**

1. Shall assist the RIC with all of the above listed duties, (Article 6, Section 1, DUTIES 1 – 5) and be ready to step into the RIC position as necessary.

**ARTICLE SEVEN (7)**

**ad hoc or Special Committees**

**SECTION 1.**

ad hoc or special subcommittees may be established from time to time for a clearly defined purpose. These subcommittees shall perform the duties prescribed by the motion to commit. Further, these committees shall follow these Guidelines, “The 12 Concepts for NA Service”, “A Guide to Local Services in Narcotics Anonymous”, their successors, and the parliamentary procedures adopted by the CMSRSC.

**SECTION 2.**

The CMSRSC Chairperson shall appoint ad hoc or special subcommittees, with a specific time frame, unless otherwise specified in the motion to commit. Voting on this motion may take place following the ad hoc Committee’s report, or the next regularly scheduled CMSRSC meeting, whichever comes later. As a matter of practice, a definite time frame for the ad hoc Committee shall be established. The ad hoc
committee will disband upon completion of their assigned task, or when directed to do so by the CMSRSC.

ARTICLE EIGHT (8)

VOTING

SECTION 1.
Voting on all CMSRSC motions and elections shall be limited to the voting participants present as described in Article Three (3), Section 2. A simple majority vote shall suffice except when voting on unbudgeted expenses, which will require a two thirds (2/3) vote of the voting participants.

SECTION 2.
Any member of the CMSRSC may make a motion or participate in discussion, however, motions must be seconded by an active voting participant.

SECTION 3.
New Areas to the Region upon arrival are active immediately.

SECTION 4.
A voting participant shall be deemed inactive after missing two (2) consecutive CMSRSC meetings. Regular attendance at the CMSRSC is a part of any service commitment. An inactive voting participant shall regain voting and seconding powers upon attending their second consecutive CMSRSC meeting.

SECTION 5.
When voting upon motions, the CMSRSC shall follow Parliamentary Procedures. Abstention votes will be counted as "blank", but will still be asked for to establish the presence of Quorum. An abstention is a member’s way of not voting, when you do not vote “YES” or “NO”, you have “ABSTAINED”. If there is a large number of abstentions then any member of CMSRSC or the CMSRSC Chairperson may poll the abstention votes to determine if the abstention vote was cast due to lack of information, indecision, or upon direction of the Area represented. If it is determined that the majority of the abstention votes were due to a lack of information then the motion may, at the discretion of the Chairperson, come back out on the floor for further discussion to help clarify the issue.

SECTION 6.
As to matters affecting items on the World Service Conference Agenda, a simple majority vote of the voting participants at the CMSRSC or the Regional Assembly shall be necessary.

ARTICLE NINE (9)

ELECTIONS

SECTION 1.
The following members are eligible for nomination to a CMSRSC service position: Past or current members of an ASC or the CMSRSC.
SECTION 2.
Any member of the committee may nominate a qualified individual for a CMSRSC position.

SECTION 3.
A six (6) month moratorium will be required for any service member resigning or removed from their service position prior to completion of their current term. The only exceptions will be when their resignation is to fill a newly elected position or the waiver of this clause by the CMSRSC.

SECTION 4.
The term of service will be one (1) year, except for the RD and AD. Their term is on one (1) conference cycle. The term of service begins at the opening of the next regular business meeting.

SECTION 5.
No member shall be eligible to serve more than two (2) consecutive (full) terms in the same position unless waiver of this clause is made by the CMSRSC.

SECTION 6.
CMSRSC elections shall take place in May of each year.

SECTION 7.
In cases of removal or resignation of a CMSRSC service member, an interim service member shall be elected to serve the un-expired term. In the case of a mid-month removal/resignation the CMSRSC Chairperson shall appoint an interim service member to fill the vacated service position at the next regular CMSRSC meeting, with elections to be held the following month. In the case of removal/resignation during a CMSRSC meeting the CMSRSC shall elect an interim service member before closing.

ARTICLE TEN (10)
REMOVALS

SECTION 1.
A trusted servant may be removed from their position for non-compliance after due written notification. A two thirds (2/3) vote is required for removal. Non-compliance includes, but is not limited to:

A. Loss of abstinence.
B. Non-fulfillment of the duties of their position.
C. Non-attendance to a minimum of 2 consecutive CMSRSC meetings without prior notification of the CMSRSC Chairperson.
D. Non-adherence to the Anti-Theft Policy.
E. Physical or Verbal Abuse

ARTICLE ELEVEN (11)
FUNDS

SECTION 1.
All moneys accumulated from Area contributions and other NA sources shall be
deposited in a bank account/general fund within seventy-two (72) hours of the monthly CMSRSC meeting, subject to disbursement by the Regional Treasurer for paying obligations:

A. Expenses as budgeted.
B. Mileage may be reimbursed for attendance of regularly scheduled CMSRSC meetings by Administrative Body members and the RIC through an approved budget. The mileage reimbursement rate as established by the CMSRSC is to be used for reimbursement. Administrative Body members may choose to decline reimbursement.
C. Unbudgeted expenses may not be reimbursed without approval by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the CMSRSC.

SECTION 2.

Twice yearly, in July and January, any funds above and beyond the CMSRSC prudent reserve shall be disbursed as a donation to the WSC. (This to be implemented after prudent reserve and budgets are established.)

SECTION 3.

All expenditures made by the CMSRSC shall be paid by check except when necessary to make other arrangements.

SECTION 4.

All CMSRSC checks shall be clearly designated to be "two (2) signatures required" checks. Those authorized to sign CMSRSC checks will be:

A. The CMSRSC Treasurer;
B. The CMSRSC Chairperson; and
C. The CMSRSC Vice-Chairperson.
D. The CMSRSC Assistant-Treasurer

SECTION 5.

In the event that a check is made payable to one of the authorized signers of the CMSRSC bank account the situation will be disclosed to CMSRSC prior to check being disbursed.

SECTION 6.

No regular expenditure shall be made from the CMSRSC treasury without receipt, proof of payment or valid invoice.

SECTION 7.

The CMSRSC shall make funds available to assist the RD and/or the AD with expenses accrued in carrying out Regional duties, this is to include travel, food and lodging to the World Service Conference, Workshops and Western States Zonal Forum.

SECTION 8.

ANTI-THEFT POLICY:

The Eleventh Concept establishes the sole absolute priority for use of NA funds; to carry the message. The "Twelve Concepts for NA Service" give the CMSRSC a
mandate from the NA Groups that calls for total financial accountability. With this in mind, any misuse of funds by Regional Trusted Servants cannot be tolerated.

Should any CMSRSC Participant, Administrative Committee member, subcommittee member or CMSR Convention Committee Member be found to have allegedly misappropriated, or misused CMSRSC funds and/or other assets, the Presiding Officer of the CMSRSC, immediately upon calling the CMSRSC meeting to order, must fully disclose the alleged misuse of funds and/or other assets and the individual(s) involved. Any member accused of misuse of funds and/or other assets may exercise their Tenth Concept right to redress at this time.

A. CMSRSC ACTION:
The CMSRSC, once informed of the alleged misuse of funds and/or other assets, may suspend the participation of individual(s) involved “with cause” by a two-thirds (2/3) vote, pending investigation and resolution. Having been found to have misappropriated or misused funds and/or other assets, said individual(s)’ participation is immediately terminated, with cause, by a two-thirds (2/3) vote. Additionally, any member removed by the CMSRSC for misappropriation or misuse of funds and/or other assets may not hold an elected seat on the CMSRSC or its subcommittees for a period of two (2) years.

B. RESTITUTION:
Individuals removed for misappropriation or misuse of funds and/or other assets, are expected to make full restitution of all CMSRSC funds. Should a member removed for misuse of funds fail to make full restitution said member may be subject to criminal and/or civil prosecution by the CMSRSC.

C. Regional Trusted Servants shall be requested to sign agreements of financial responsibility.

D. PROCEDURE FOR RESOLUTION.
1. Conduct a thorough review of all books and financial records.
2. Then schedule a meeting ensuring that individual who allegedly misappropriated or misused funds or other assets, is informed of the meeting and given the opportunity to present their point of view. After all sides have been heard, a break in the meeting format is taken to allow all present time to engage in prayer and meditation to bring a Higher Power into the discussion and focus on spiritual principles, determining the best course of action.
3. If the individual admits to the theft and agrees to pay back the funds or restores other assets, a restitution agreement can be developed. The individual will be notified that if the restitution agreement is not adhered to legal action will be initiated based on the signed and witnessed restitution agreement.
4. A report about the misappropriation shall be published, and regular reports on the status of the restitution agreement shall be published until the agreement is satisfied. Protecting the identity of the person involved is secondary to being accountable to the fellowship for its funds and ensuring that the person is not put in a position where he or she may do further harm.
5. If the individual refuses to repay the money, or agrees to a plan but does not follow through with the agreement, or if the person has disappeared, it may be appropriate to take legal action. The decision to take legal action is an option that does not compromise traditions or spiritual principles, but it should be our last resort, opted for only when everything else has been tried. We strongly suggest that the decision to prosecute be thoroughly explored before going ahead, using Area and Regional Service Committees, the World Service Board, and Narcotics Anonymous World Services, Incorporated as resources.

6. If legal action is pursued one or all of the following may occur:
   a. A civil action may be filed against the individual(s) and a judgment for full restitution may be obtained.
   b. The CMSRSC may pursue a criminal prosecution of the individual(s) through the proper authorities.

SECTION 9.

The Executive Committee (Chair, Vice-Chair, Treasurer and Recording Secretary), Regional Information Coordinator (RIC), Alternate Regional Information Coordinator (RICA), Web-servant, and Alternate Web-servant shall submit a written six (6) month budget in July and January. The Regional Delegate (RD) and Alternate Delegate (AD) shall submit a one (1) year written budget in July.

SECTION 10.

All motions requiring new monetary expenditures shall require a two-thirds (2/3) vote.

SECTION 11.

The CMSRSC may have an auditing committee, which will consist of the following:

A. The CMSRSC Chairperson
B. The CMSRSC Vice-chairperson.
C. The CMSRSC Recording Secretary.
D. Two (2) RCMs or RCM-As.

Said committee shall perform the duties prescribed by “A Guide to Local Service in Narcotics Anonymous” and its successors, conducting an annual audit or more at the direction of the CMSRSC Executive Committee.

SECTION 12.

In the absence of the Treasurer at the CMSRSC meeting, the Chairperson or Vice-Chairperson shall:

A. Obtain checkbook prior to the CMSRSC meeting;
B. Take custody and responsibility of all moneys collected;
C. Inform the CMSRSC of the above actions.
D. Ensure all moneys accumulated from Area contributions and other NA sources are deposited in a bank account/general fund within seventy-two (72) hours of the monthly CMSRSC meeting.
SECTION 13.

The property of this organization is irrevocably dedicated to charitable purposes and no part of the net income or assets of this organization shall ever inure to the benefit of any director, officer, or private person.

SECTION 14.

Upon the dissolution or winding up of the organization, its assets remaining after payment, or provision for payment, of all debts and liabilities of this organization shall be distributed to a nonprofit fund, foundation, or corporation, which is organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes and which has established its tax-exempt status under IRC Section 501(c)(3).

ARTICLE TWELVE (12)

AMENDMENT OF GUIDELINES

SECTION 1.

In order to amend these Guidelines, including its addendums, a written motion must be submitted to the CMSRSC specifying Article Number, Section Number, and intent. After this motion has been seconded, it may be reviewed by an ad hoc committee if deemed necessary by the CMSRSC. The results of this review and the exact wording of the amendment(s) will be announced at the next regular CMSRSC meeting. Voting on this motion may take place following the ad hoc committee's report, however, a vote concerning the amendment of the CMSRSC Guidelines shall be taken no later than the next regularly scheduled CMSRSC meeting.

ARTICLE THIRTEEN (13)

SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE

SECTION 1.

The CMSRSC shall not pass any motion nor take any action which conflicts with the "Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous".

SECTION 2.

The CMSRSC Chair shall ensure that the following documents are available at each CMSRSC meeting for reference. CMSRSC shall comply in all its actions with the following documents:

A. The "Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous"
B. "The Twelve Concepts for NA Service"
C. The current version of these Guidelines
D. A "Guide to Local Service in Narcotics Anonymous" or its successors.
ADDENDUM "A"

GUIDELINES FOR THE
CALIFORNIA MID-STATE REGIONAL
CONVENTION COMMITTEE
Adopted 19 July 2014 Revised October 19, 2019

I
DEFINITION

This body shall be known as the California Mid-State Regional Convention Committee of Narcotics Anonymous hereinafter referred to as the Convention Committee.

II
PURPOSE

The purpose of a regional convention is to carry the message, encourage unity and celebrate recovery within a particular region of NA. Keeping this intent in mind, the Committee body is to provide for and produce in accordance with the Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous and the Twelve Concepts for NA Service, the California Mid-State Regional Convention of Narcotics Anonymous hereinafter referred to as the Convention.

III
FUNCTIONS

A. To hold regular Committee meetings.
B. To record and distribute minutes of all Committee meetings, copies of the current bank statement and an overview report from the Convention Chairperson about the previous Committee meeting to the Committee's trusted servants and the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee; hereinafter referred to as Region.
C. To acquire and maintain a mailing address for the duration of the Committee's responsibility to the Convention and sixty (60) days following the date of the Convention.
D. To encourage and support all subcommittees of the Committee.

IV
PARTICIPANTS

A. Members of the Executive Committee
   1. Chairperson
   2. Vice-chairperson
   3. Secretary
   4. Treasurer
   5. Assistant Treasurer

B. Subcommittees
   1. Hotels & Hospitality (H&H)
   2. Fundraising & Entertainment (F&E)
3. Arts & Graphics (A&G)
4. Registration & Information (R&I)
5. Program
6. Merchandising
7. Member Services

C. Multi-Cultural Coordinator

D. Any interested members of NA are welcome at any meeting of the Committee or its subcommittees as observers, and may speak at the discretion of the Chairperson.

V
VOTING PARTICIPANTS

From the initial formation of the Committee, until ALL positions are filled, everyone present at the meetings will have a vote. After that, the voting participants of the Committee will consist of the Executive Committee (the Chairperson voting only in the case of a tie), all subcommittee chairpersons or their appointed representative, and the multi-cultural liaison.

VI
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The Executive Committee is the administrative body of the convention consisting of a the Chairperson, Vice-chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer and Assistant Treasurer. This Committee executes the group conscious of the Committee. It is this Committee’s responsibility to meet regularly to discuss the progress and performance of the Committee Subcommittees, the Convention budget and all other matters directly affecting or pertinent to the Convention. The qualifications and responsibilities for the Executive Committee are as follows:

A. CHAIRPERSON:

1. REQUIREMENTS:
   a. A minimum of (10) years continuous clean time.
   b. A minimum of (5) years prior service experience at the Area or Regional level, (Admin. Body and / or California Mid-State Regional Convention Committee Admin. or Subcommittee Chair).
   c. A demonstrated stability in their local community.
   d. Has demonstrated administrative and management abilities.
   e. Shall sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR), as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (See Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).

2. DUTIES:
   a. Monthly attendance at Regional and Committee meetings. (See IX Operational Guidelines Section 3 A. 4.)
   b. Arranges agenda for regular Committee meetings.
c. Facilitates regular Committee meetings.
d. Delegates tasks to specific subcommittees; stays informed of the business and activities of each subcommittee and provides help when and where needed.
e. Helps resolve any personality conflicts that may arise within the committee.
f. Keeps activities within the *Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous*, the *12 Concepts for NA Service* and focused according to the purpose of the Committee as stated in Section II.
g. Monitors the financial status of the overall convention costs and helps organize the Committee budget.
h. Prevents premature passage of motions to ensure a greater understanding and a clear group conscious of the issues for all those concerned and the welfare of the Committee.
i. Allows subcommittees to perform their functions while offering guidance, support and encouragement to utilize good judgment.
j. Attends or ensures representation to provide a monthly written report as to the status of the convention to the hosting Area's ASC.
k. Co-signer on the Committee bank account.
l. Bank Debit Card to be used ONLY after review and approval of intended use by Committee Admin Body. **Accurate documentation to be maintained for all transactions.**
m. Acts as a liaison to Region and provides a monthly written report of the previous Committee meeting, the most recently approved minutes, a copy of the current bank statement, and a copy of the current master ledger sheet to all of the Region's participants and for the Regional Archives.
n. May not sit on any of the subcommittees as a member or as the chairperson.

Succession:

In the absence or incapacity of the chair the vice-chair assumes the duties and obligations of the chair until the chair is able to resume. In the event of the death, resignation, or removal of the chair the vice-chair automatically becomes chair for the remainder of the term, and the vacancy to be filled arises in the office of vice-chair.

**B. VICE-CHAIRPERSON:**

1. **Requirements:**

   a. A minimum of ten (10) years continuous clean time.
   b. A minimum of five (5) years prior service experience at the Area or Regional level.
   c. The willingness and ability to become the
Chairperson if the need arises.

d. A demonstrated stability in their local community.
e. Shall sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR), as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).

2. **DUTIES:**

   a. Attends the monthly Committee meetings, providing a monthly written report. In the absence of the Chairperson, the Vice-Chairperson shall perform the duties of the Chairperson as contained in these guidelines.

   b. Attends the monthly Region meetings, providing a monthly written report.

   c. Attends as many subcommittee meetings as reasonably possible to respond effectively to the subcommittees’ needs and act as the liaison between the subcommittees and the Committee. Acts as a resource in the organization and the delegation of the subcommittee’s responsibilities.

   d. Opens, maintains and is custodian of the Committee's P.O. Box. (Note: Convention Chair may delegate a different Committee member for this task.)

   e. Co-signer of the Committee bank account.

   f. Acts as a knowledgeable resource regarding questions about parliamentary procedure and the Committee's Guidelines and Policies in accordance with the Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous and the 12 Concepts for NA Service.

   g. May not sit on any other subcommittee as a member or officer.

   h. The Vice-chair will be elected by the Convention Committee and confirmed by the Regional Service Committee before taking office.

C. **SECRETARY:**

1. **REQUIREMENTS:**

   a. A minimum of two (2) years continuous clean time.

   b. Prior service experience at the Area or Regional level.

   c. Ability to keep accurate records.

   d. A demonstrated stability in their local community.

   e. Shall sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR), as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).

2. **DUTIES:**

   a. Responsible for keeping concise and complete minutes of all Committee meetings.

   b. Distributes printed copies of the minutes at all regular Committee meetings for consideration.

   c. Maintains a complete and up-to-date set of records after each and every Committee meeting, ensures placement in
the Committee Archives and will be able to provide such upon request.

d. Makes sure that the Chairperson has the current Committee minutes to report to the regular Regional meetings.

e. Maintains an up-to-date contact list of all Committee members telephone numbers and email addresses.

f. Maintains a list of any business contacts and all public/private entities related to the Convention.

g. Assists subcommittees in mailing and correspondence if and when necessary.

h. Ensures that the archives from the Committee are passed on to the Region at the completion of the Convention.
i. May sit on a subcommittee as a member but not as an officer of that subcommittee.

D. TREASURER:

1. REQUIREMENTS:

a. A minimum of eight (8) years continuous clean time.

b. Prior service experience at the Area or Regional level.

c. A demonstrated stability in their local community.

d. Bookkeeping and management skills.

e. Shall sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR), as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).

2. DUTIES:

a. Opens, maintains and is responsible for (Custodian of) the Committee's bank account.

b. Co-signer on the Committee's bank account.

c. Bank Debit Card to be used ONLY after review and approval of intended use by Committee Admin Body.

Accurate documentation to be maintained for all transactions.

d. Maintains and makes available upon request all bank statements and an accurate financial ledger of the current Convention.

e. Responsible for submitting a printed spreadsheet report at all Committee meetings as to the current financial standing of the Convention, utilizing Quickbooks accounting program.

f. Works with the Chairperson and Vice-chairperson and all subcommittees to establish and maintain a budget for the Convention.

g. Writes all checks and is responsible for collecting receipts for all moneys paid out.

h. Bank Debit Card to be used ONLY after review and approval of intended use by Committee Admin Body.

Accurate documentation to be maintained for all
transactions.

i. Responsible for all moneys received, including but not limited to, revenues from registration and banquet tickets, excess revenues from pre-Convention merchandising projects, excess revenues from fund-raising activities, and all other related income.

j. Pays all bills and advises the Chairperson on the cash availability, income, and expenditures.

k. Reviews subcommittee reports for compliance with their budgets.

l. May sit on a subcommittee as a member but not as an officer of that subcommittee.

m. Provides an annual and the closing report (income vs. expenses) to the Region.

3. The Treasurer will be elected by the Committee and confirmed by the Region before taking office.

E. ASSISTANT-TREASURER:

1. REQUIREMENTS:
   a. A minimum of six (6) years continuous clean time.
   b. Prior service experience at the Area or Regional level.
   c. A demonstrated stability in their local community.
   d. Shall sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR), as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).

2. DUTIES:
   a. Acts as and assumes all responsibilities of the Treasurer in the absence of the Treasurer.
   b. Works closely with the Treasurer at all times checking all paperwork to ensure accuracy.
   c. Co-signer on the Committee's bank account.
   d. May sit on a subcommittee as a member but not as an officer of that subcommittee.

3. The Assistant Treasurer will be elected by the Committee and confirmed by Region prior to taking office.

VII SUBCOMMITTEES

All subcommittees must and will maintain accurate records of all activities of the subcommittee. This includes, but is not limited to, financial reports, expenditures, duplicate receipts, current avenues of endeavor, subcommittee goals and needs. The subcommittee shall work in close contact with the Executive Committee in accordance with the Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous and the 12 Concepts for NA Service. The subcommittees are to carry out the tasks described in these Guidelines as directed by the Committee and any other tasks the Committee may deem necessary. The subcommittees are to carry out their assigned duties, and develop proposals and recommendations for the Committee's review. Final decision making authority rests
with the Committee.

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS

1. REQUIREMENTS:
   a. A minimum of three (3) years continuous clean time.
   b. Prior service experience at the Area or Regional level and should possess the necessary abilities that will complement the respective subcommittee.
   c. Ability to be firm yet understanding.
   d. A demonstrated stability in their local community.
   e. Shall sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR), as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).

2. DUTIES:
   a. Are the Single Point of Accountability (SPOA) for their subcommittee and should be aware of the responsibilities of each member and the tasks they have assumed, ensuring that any task assigned to them is properly carried out
   b. As with any service commitment, regular attendance at the Convention Committee meeting is required. If unable to attend, notice must be given to Committee Chair and a written report shall be provided. (Subcommittee Vice-chair shall represent Subcommittee in the absence of the Subcommittee Chair.)
   c. Shall provide a monthly written report to the Convention Committee on the status of subcommittee projects and / or activities.
   d. May not sit on any other subcommittee as a member or officer.

SUBCOMMITTEE VICE-CHAIRPERSONS

1. REQUIREMENTS:
   a. A minimum of three (3) years continuous clean time.
   b. Prior service experience at the Area or Regional level and the willingness to learn the necessary abilities that will complement the respective subcommittee.
   c. The willingness and ability to become the chairperson if the need arises.
   d. A demonstrated stability in their local community.
   e. Shall sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR), as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 11 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).

2. DUTIES
   a. In the absence of the Chairperson, the Vice-chairperson shall perform the duties of the Chairperson as contained in these Guidelines.
   b. Attends subcommittee meetings and helps with the organization and delegation of the subcommittee’s responsibilities.
   c. Acts as the parliamentarian of the subcommittee meetings in accordance with these Guidelines, the Twelve Traditions of
Narcotics Anonymous and the 12 Concepts for NA Service.

d. May not sit on any other subcommittee as an officer or member.

e. As with any service commitment, regular attendance at the Convention Committee meeting is required.

f. Shall represent Subcommittee at the Convention Committee in the absence of the Chair.

1. HOTELS AND HOSPITALITY (H&H)

A. DUTIES:

1. Will act as the liaison between the Committee and the convention facility.

2. Direct communications with the hotel personnel regarding any questions or concerns that may arise either during or prior to the convention.

3. Arranges shuttle transportation between plane / train facilities and the convention site.

4. Works with the Program Subcommittee to arrange accommodations for the guest speakers, as needed.

5. Prepares cost estimates for banquets, brunches, breakfasts, coffee, specialty meeting rooms, and the sale of on site snacks.

B. RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Will be responsible, along with the Convention Chair, for any negotiations with the hotel (if a negotiator is not utilized).

2. Shall work closely with the R&I Subcommittee to help prepare projected attendance figures and also with the Program Subcommittee to help coordinate and accommodate the proper meeting room facilities.

3. Is responsible for preparing a map of local points of interest, restaurants, alternative lodging facilities, transportation and sightseeing information.

4. Ensures Hospitality Room has Host Areas / Groups to keep area clean and food & beverages available.

(Provided by either Convention Committee or hosting Area or Group.)

2. FUNDRAISING AND ENTERTAINMENT (F&E)

A. DUTIES:

1. Coordinates and oversees all events and pre-events for the Convention.

2. This Subcommittee is one of the primary ways to help promote excitement and support with regard to the upcoming convention, remembering for the pre-event fund-raisers that the functions need not and should not be
isolated to the host area to prevent unnecessary financial drain on that area and also to promote unity throughout the Region.

**B. RESPONSIBILITIES:**

1. Is responsible for the selection of all entertainment for the convention (i.e. bands, disc jockeys, comedians, performing artists, etc.).

2. Works closely with the Merchandising Subcommittee to help raise the pre-event funds so necessary when putting on a convention.

**3. REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION (R&I)**

**A. DUTIES:**

1. R&I will act as the public relations for the Convention serving NA members, the general public and any questions posed prior to or during the convention from the media. (Works closely with the RIC and local Area PR / PI Subcommittee.)

2. Ensures the H&H Subcommittee is provided the pre-registration numbers to coordinate a projected attendance for the Convention.

**B. RESPONSIBILITIES:**

1. This Subcommittee is responsible for both the pre-registration and on-site registration, which includes pre-registration confirmations and special registrations, for the Convention.

2. Shall maintain spreadsheets of all pre-registrations, banquet tickets and/or other special event tickets received, reporting totals to the Committee.

3. Responsible for the preparation of the Pre-registration flyers for the Convention and upon approval of the Committee, shall distribute those flyers at least six (6) months prior to the Convention to the Fellowship of NA. (Other avenues of distribution may be obtained from the Regional Delegate for mailing to other areas, regions, etc., and also by distributing to all of the RCMs at the Region.)

4. Responsible for the preparation of the registration packets at the Convention.

5. Ensures Convention information is provided to NAWS for publication in the *NA Way* by the submission date, (**January 15**th for events occurring 10 April – 31 July).

**4. ARTS & GRAPHICS (A&G)**

**A. DUTIES:**

1. Works closely with the Merchandise Subcommittee to help coordinate the production of the merchandise and the timeliness necessary for the completion of such.

**B. RESPONSIBILITIES:**

1. This Subcommittee is responsible for the design and printing of the Convention logo and theme, and any banners, programs,
1237 tickets, signs for the meeting rooms etc., flyers, decided upon by
1238 the Committee.
1239 2. In order to maintain the integrity of the artwork and trademarked
1240 images, A&G is the first option for all Subcommittees or
1241 Committee flyers.

5. PROGRAM

A. DUTIES:
1246 1. The Program Subcommittee shall work closely with the H&H
1247 Subcommittee in order to coordinate the proper
1248 meeting facilities for each meeting and also assist in coordinating
1249 the travel and lodging of the speakers selected that will be funded
1250 by the Committee.
1251 2. Ensures the budget identifies the speakers recommended to be
1252 funded by the Committee.

B. RESPONSIBILITIES:
1255 1. This subcommittee is responsible for planning the program for
1256 the entire convention. This includes, but is not limited to,
1257 recommendations for the selection of all speakers, secretaries
1258 and readers for the meetings, marathon meeting chairpersons, the
1259 Convention schedule, and any workshops / panels.
1260 2. Shall make timely confirmations of everyone participating in the
1261 program.
1262 3. Will be responsible for ensuring the recording of Convention
1263 speakers and offering the recordings for sale at the
1264 convention, or provided as a part of the registration package.
1265 4. Responsible for the selection of speakers who carry a clear NA
1266 message. (The language used to carry the message of NA at the
1267 Convention is vitally important.)

6. MERCHANDISING

A. DUTIES:
1272 1. Shall bring proposals to the Executive Committee of the
1273 Committee for the merchandise projects the Subcommittee has
1274 recommended, the quantity to be ordered, and the cost of such,
1275 for final approval prior to purchase of said merchandise.
1276 a. These proposals will include the quantity,
1277 purchase cost of items, the retail cost items and the
1278 projected return on investment, along with a
1279 projected timeframe for sale.
1280 b. Due diligence requires at least two bids to ensure
1281 competitive prices are received.
1282 2. Shall work closely with the A&G Subcommittee for artwork, and
1283 the F&E Subcommittee for potential sales events, with regard to
1284 the acquisition and sale of such merchandise.
1285 3. Shall work with the Program and H&H
1286 Subcommittees for coordination of location and times for sale of
1287 the merchandise.
B. **Responsibilities:**

1. Will ensure **MOFRs** are on file for any members that handles or takes merchandise to offer for sale.
2. Will make every effort to ensure each Area has access to merchandise items. If RCM / RCMA is unwilling or unable to take merchandise, a responsible member in the Area is acceptable.
3. Will man the Merchandise Room during the Convention.
4. Provides and maintains a running inventory of pre-event merchandise.
5. Will provide a end of day inventory of all remaining merchandise to the Convention Chair and Treasurer during the Convention.
6. Will provide a final inventory of all remaining merchandise for transfer to the Region after the final Committee meeting.

7. **Member Services**

This Subcommittee is tasked with a challenging job description; it is imperative that all involved understand the limitations they need to operate within to ensure a lawful, spiritually healthy, service experience. Hotel Security, 911 and the local Police Department are the avenues to be utilized for Convention attendee's safety and well-being.

A. **Duties:**

1. This committee shall work closely with the H&H Subcommittee to help ensure the amicable relationship with the hotel and the general membership in attendance. (i.e. in keeping with our public relations presented on page 155 of *It Works How & Why*, encouraging appropriate behavior by general members.)
2. Shall utilize a training program, adapting as needed, to ensure Member Services members respond appropriately in potentially high stress situations.

B. **Responsibilities:**

1. Responsible for aiding the Committee and the hotel staff in keeping the convention secure.
2. Responsible for such things as patrolling the parking lot, assisting members in attendance to locate a specific meeting room, helping to ensure the safety of the members in attendance or any other related duties, which may arise during the convention.

8. **Multi-Cultural Coordinator**

*Intent:* To designate a member representative to provide support in native languages other than English, as the need arises. Please note; only one (1) representative for each community will be accepted.
A. REQUIREMENTS:

1. A minimum of three (3) years continuous clean time.
2. Prior service experience at the Area or Regional level.
3. The willingness and ability to seek out and retain assistance from representatives of other language communities.
4. A demonstrated stability in their local community.
5. Shall sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR), as outlined in our Anti-Theft Policy (see Article 10 Funds, Section 8 Anti-Theft Policy).

B. DUTIES:

1. Shall coordinate translation duties as necessary to keep all members of the California Mid-State Region informed.
2. Actively attends as many Committee meetings as possible, in order to respond effectively to the translation needs and acts as the liaison between the Subcommittees, the Committee, the represented communities, and their language representatives.
3. Provides coordination of the support services to ensure the voice of the represented community is carried to and from the Committee.
4. Provides assistance and or coordination with other representatives to provide translation services as necessary to the Subcommittees in the production of printed material, (i.e. registration forms, Convention program & signage)
5. Acts as a knowledgeable resource regarding questions about the makeup and needs of the represented communities.
6. May sit on any subcommittee as a member, but not as an officer.

VIII OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES

1. VOTING PROCEDURES:
   a. All interested members may vote at the first Committee meeting. All interested members in attendance may vote until all Committee positions are filled. Thereafter only voting participants as outlined in Section V may vote.
   b. A simple majority vote will be accepted in all matters pertaining to regular Committee business.
   c. A two-thirds (2/3) vote is required in policy / financial matters concerning the Committee.
   d. Because the Committee is directly responsible to the Region, any changes to these Guidelines will require a two-thirds (2/3) vote by the Committee and are then subject to Regional review and approval.
   e. In the case of a tie, the Chairperson shall cast the deciding vote.

2. MOTIONS:
   a. Motions in matters affecting Committee as a whole may be presented by
any member and shall be submitted in writing with a second by a voting participant of the Committee and heard in the new business session.

b. Motions may only be postponed for one regular Committee meeting and then will be heard under the unfinished business session of the next meeting.

3. **REMOVAL OF COMMITTEE OFFICERS/MEMBERS:**
   
   A. A trusted servant may be removed from their position for non-compliance after due written notification. A two thirds (2/3) Committee vote is required for removal. Non-compliance includes, but is not limited to:

   1. Maintain their abstinence from drugs.
   2. Carry out their duties in a timely and responsible manner.
   3. Adhere to the principles of the *Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous* and the *Twelve Concepts for NA Service*.
   4. Attend two consecutive regular Committee meetings without providing prior notification to the Chairperson or being represented in attendance by an appointed alternate representative.
   5. Missing three (3) Committee meetings in the course of a one year term of service will be subject to Committee review and discussion of removal or resignation.

4. **FISCAL PROCEDURES:**

   A. **ANTI-THEFT POLICY:**

   The Eleventh Concept establishes the sole absolute priority for use of NA funds; to carry the message. The *Twelve Concepts for NA Service* gives the Region a mandate from the NA Groups that calls for total financial accountability. With this in mind, any misuse of funds by Regional Trusted Servants cannot be tolerated. Regional Trusted Servants shall be required to sign a Memorandum of Financial Responsibility, (MOFR).

   Should any Regional Participant, Administrative Committee member, subcommittee member or Convention Committee Member be found to have allegedly misappropriated, or misused NA funds or other assets, the facilitating Officer of the Region, immediately upon calling the Regional meeting to order, must fully disclose the alleged misuse of funds or other assets and the individual(s) involved. Any member accused of misuse of funds or other assets may exercise their Tenth Concept right to redress at this time.

   1. **CMSRSC Action:**

   The Region, once informed of the alleged misuse of funds or other assets, may suspend the participation of individual(s)’ involved by two-thirds (2/3) vote pending investigation and resolution. Having been
found to have misappropriated or misused funds or other assets, said individual(s)' participation is immediately terminated, with cause, by a two-thirds (2/3) vote. Additionally, any member removed by the Region for misappropriation or misuse of funds or other assets may not hold an elected seat on the Region or its subcommittees for a period of two (2) years.

2. **Restitution:**

   Individuals removed for misappropriation or misuse of funds or other assets, are expected to make full restitution of all Regional funds or assets. Should a member removed for misuse of funds or assets fail to make full restitution said member may be subject to criminal or civil prosecution by the Region.

3. **Procedure for Resolution:**

   a. A thorough review of all books and financial records, by an ad hoc Committee appointed and led by the Regional Chair.

   b. A meeting shall be scheduled, ensuring that any individual who allegedly misappropriated or misused funds or other assets is informed of the meeting and given the opportunity to present their point of view. After all sides have been heard, a break in the meeting format is encouraged to allow all present time to get in touch with their own Higher Power and focus on spiritual principles, before coming back to decide the best course of action.

   c. If the individual admits to the theft and agrees to pay back the funds or other assets, a restitution agreement can be developed. Let the individual know that if the restitution agreement is not adhered to, the intent is to take legal action based on the signed and witnessed restitution agreement.

   d. A report about the situation shall be published, and regular reports on the status of the restitution agreement shall be published until the agreement is satisfied. Protecting the identity of the persons involved is secondary to being accountable to the fellowship for its funds and ensuring that the person is not put in a position where they may do further harm.

   e. If the individual refuses to repay the money, or agrees to a plan but does not follow through with the agreement, or if the person has disappeared, it may be appropriate to take legal action. The decision to take legal action is an option that does not compromise traditions or spiritual principles, but it should be our last resort, opted for only when everything else has been tried. We strongly suggest that the decision to prosecute be thoroughly explored before going ahead, using Area and Regional Service Committees, the World Service Board, and Narcotics Anonymous World Services, Incorporated as resources.

   f. If legal action is pursued one or all of the following may occur:

      1. A civil action may be filed against the individual(s) and a judgment for full restitution may be obtained.
The Region may pursue a criminal prosecution of the individual(s) through the proper authorities.

B. If at all possible, an Employee Identification Number, (EIN), will be used to secure the Committee's bank account, NOT a member’s personal Social Security number.

C. The Executive Committee and each subcommittee will submit a budget of projected expenses, a forecast of projected income, and a timeline of operations to the Region by the January Regional meeting. After review by the Region, budget may be revised as necessary.

D. Funds will be appropriated during unfinished or new business by a two-thirds (\(\frac{2}{3}\)) vote and disbursed based upon the treasury's ability to provide such funds.

E. Separate records will be maintained for the financial activities of all subcommittees. Separate records must be maintained for any income with regard to registration and pre-registration and any income from merchandise sales and fundraising events.

F. Upon completion of the Convention, a complete financial report shall be given to the Region no later than 60 days following the Convention. All funds, outstanding bills, financial ledgers, merchandise or any other NA asset, minutes and any other documentation must be returned to the Region, at that time so that they may either be passed onto the next Committee or stored in the Region achieves.

G. Contractual commitments of $500.00 or more shall be reviewed and approved by Region prior to being signed by Committee Chairperson and Regional Chairperson.

H. All expenditures over $10.00 made by Committee shall be paid by check except when necessary to make other arrangements.

I. No expenditure shall be paid from the Committee bank account without receipt or proof of payment.

J. An operational fund of monies in the amount of $10,000 dollars will be available to produce the Convention. The Committee Chair may request to draw up to $2,000 dollars of start-up money when the first organizational meeting has been held and all the positions have been filled. A request for the balance of the money can be submitted following the Region's acceptance and approval of the Committee’s budgets, forecasts, and timelines, requiring a two-thirds (\(\frac{2}{3}\)) majority vote,. This operational money is to be returned to the Region to be available to all future Conventions. The availability of an operational fund is not meant to be a substitute or replacement for fundraising activities.

K. A maximum of one (1) checking account and one (1) savings account shall be utilized by the Committee. The Regional Treasurer shall be an authorized signer on any accounts opened.

L. In most cases the Committee Treasurer or Assistant Treasurer will make the deposits. In some instances, a member of the Executive Committee or a Subcommittee Chair may make a deposit. In order to maintain good recordkeeping, the following information will be provided:
   1. When the deposit was made;
   2. The Deposit Amount;
   3. The Deposit Detail, (i.e. a breakdown of where the money came
4. **SELECTION OF NEXT CMSRCNA SITE:**

The following time table shall be followed in order to ensure adequate time is allowed for the bid process to function properly:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month Presented</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>By Who?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December – RSC Meeting</td>
<td>Bid Solicitation Flyer to Areas</td>
<td>CMSRSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February – RSC Meeting</td>
<td>Written Bids Received</td>
<td>From Interested Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March &amp; April</td>
<td>Bids Reviewed</td>
<td>Areas / RCMs of CMSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May – RSC Meeting</td>
<td>Bid Awarded</td>
<td>Areas / RCMs of CMSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>Announced @ Sat. Night Meeting</td>
<td>Current Convention Chair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: a minimum of one copy per Area, plus two, of the bid proposal are recommended to ensure each Area, plus the Regional Chair, have a copy for review. Optimal number is fifteen (15).*

5. **CHAIR RECOMMENDATION PROCESS:**

Usually an ad hoc Committee, formed in the Area seeking to submit a bid to host the convention, has been meeting for several months. In order to ensure all members that may have an interest in being a part of the upcoming convention have an opportunity, once the hosting Area has been selected, a flyer shall be published throughout California Mid-State Region announcing the time/date/location of the meeting to elect a recommendation for the Convention Chairperson.

The Chair recommendation is sent to the Region for actual election by the RCMs. It is recommended that the Chair-elect provide a written service resume, ensuring all of the RCMs and Admin Body have a copy for their review.

6. **CONVENTION COMMITTEE FORMATION:**

Once elected, the Chairperson is required to select a location for the formational meeting. Suggested month for first meeting is August, following the current convention. Consideration should be given that this is a **REGIONAL** convention, therefore a flyer announcing all of the meeting details should be provided at the July RSC meeting. After this formational meeting, the Convention Committee now becomes a part of the Regional Body and will be required to have representation at each Regional meeting.

**SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLES**

The Committee, its officers and trusted servants will implement the *Twelve Concepts for NA Service* to be used as the guiding principles of service operations and functions. As our “Twelfth Concept” states, “In keeping with the spiritual nature of Narcotics Anonymous, our structure should always be one of service, never of government.” We need always remember that our primary purpose is to carry the message to the addict who still suffers. Our convention should strive to maintain an atmosphere of unity, love and support for any addict seeking recovery.
AMENDED JANUARY 18, 2020

CALIFORNIA MID-STATE REGION OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
MEMORANDUM OF FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

DATE:_______________

I,____________________, a trusted servant of the fellowship of the California Mid-State Region of Narcotics Anonymous agree to use properly and keep safe any money or other asset entrusted to me by the Fellowship of NA.

I agree to avoid mixing Fellowship money with my own money or the money of anyone else.

I agree to use Fellowship money or other assets only as directed by the Fellowship of NA.

I agree that if I misappropriate or misuse Fellowship money or other assets because of my personal negligence or dishonesty that I will accept full responsibility for their replacement.

I agree that as a trusted servant I serve as a volunteer and will not be paid for my work. When I complete my term of service or if I am removed from service I agree to promptly turn over any Fellowship money, assets, records or any other Fellowship property.

I have agreed to follow and adhere to the CMSRSC Anti-Theft Policy.

Signed,

_______________________________  _________________________________
Trusted Servant                  OFFICER, CMSRSC

by:____________________________ 
Title

Date

Print Name:______________________ by:____________________________ 
Title

This document was created to implement the CMSRSC Anti-Theft Policy.

The California Mid-State Regional Service Committee has adopted guidelines and operational policies, which apply to and shall guide the conduct of NA Trusted Servants. Current copies of these documents are available on request.

This agreement shall be held in the CMS Regional Archives.

Amended January 18, 2020
These Guidelines refer to the Area-level, Regional learning days sponsored by the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee. The total budget for these learning days must be approved each cycle by the CMSRSC in its unified budget. Remember, these are learning days, not miniature unity days.

I. Scheduling

A. Dates will be reserved six (6) months in advance by coming to the CMSRC meeting and requesting approval for a learning day in the area.

B. Care should be taken to avoid scheduling a learning day when any nearby area in the region or a neighboring region has a unity day or convention scheduled.

C. Learning Days will not be scheduled during the CMSRCNA, World Convention or CMSRSC meeting.

D. Only one learning day will be scheduled in any month.

E. For planning purposes we will split the region into two (2) districts: northern and southern:
   i. Northern: CS CSS, SVG, CVN, and Gold Country
   ii. Southern: CCNA, KT & Foothill

F. Only one learning day per year will be planned for each district

II. Planning and Implementation

A. There will not be any registration fee for any regional-sponsored learning day. Areas are encouraged, but not required, to hold supporting events to help pay for the learning day and generate income to return the seed fund to the CMSRSC. Some of the supporting events that have been held are dinners, soda, raffles or auctions of NA-related items, recovery meeting with 7th Tradition collected to help pay for the learning day and other associated events. If an area wants to sell merchandise specific to this learning day, it will have to be approved by their Area.

B. All leaning days shall be a cooperative effort between PI and H&I committee (and Phonelines if the area has a separate Phoneline committee) at the Area level with a balance of workshops divided between the committees.

C. These learning days are intended to be single-day events.

D. Only one workshop should be scheduled at a time, preferably alternating between PI and H&I and Phoneline topics.

E. All aspects of planning and implementing the event are the responsibility of the area hosting the learning day. Regional PI and H&I leadership will be available to advise and assist the area planning.

F. Selection of topics and speakers are the decision of the area hosting the event. Care should be taken to select speakers with current or previous experience with PI, Phone lines, or H&I in Narcotics Anonymous and knowledgeable about the topic or their workshop. It is suggested that these members be active in the area of service about which they are speaking.
G. Areas may want to get assistance from the area’s activities committee for help in planning any associated events, but it should be made clear this is a regional-sponsored event associated with the learning day and not an area activity.

H. Although areas are completely responsible for planning and implementing their learning day, they should remember there is a wealth of experience at the regional level and in surrounding areas.

I. Areas may want to refer to the Public Relations Handbook or the H&I Handbook for some additional ideas about planning the learning day.

III. Flyers

A. Flyers should be distributed as soon as possible, but at least 3 months in advance at the CMSRSC meeting. Additional copies should be distributed at the ASC in the hosting area and surrounding area or by distribution through the RCM’s at the CMSRSC.

B. Flyers should include:
   i. NA Logo with registered trademark, phone line number with area code and contact person.
   ii. Directions and/or map so members from outside the area can locate the facility.
   iii. Address including city or town where the learning day will be held.
   iv. Recognition that this is a regional-sponsored area-level service learning day.
   v. Clear indication that there is not a fee for the learning day.
   vi. The date and time of the event.

IV. Finances

A. A proposed budget shall be brought to the CMSRSC for approval.

B. Upon approval, each area will be given up to $500.00 seed money.

C. If an area also receives seed money from its own area for this event, then the costs and income will be shared between the area and their region based on a percentage equal to the percentage each part contributed. For example: If the region provides $500.00 seed funds and the area budgets $250.00, any expenses and revenues would be divided 1/3 to the area and 2/3 to the region.

D. Each area will be given up to $500.00 in seed funds to plan and implement the learning day. The money should be returned to the region to fund additional learning days. The check for the returned funds should be made out the CMSRSC and noted that it is returning seed funds and applied to the CMSRSC budget.

E. If the event makes more than the $500.00 seed funds given to the area, the committee organizing the event will turn the funds over to their ASC.

F. Each Area will provide a detailed financial report indicating all expenses and all income amounts and sources. A detailed report of the planning process including problems and successes in producing the event will be provided. A copy of the flyer and program should be included as well.

G. If an Area sells area merchandise or conducts an area fund-raising event at this event, those proceeds should not be considered part of the income from the learning day or associated events. The income belongs completely to the Area.

H. Attendance at the learning day is included on the travel budget for Regional PI and H&I RIC. Travel for their participation should not be included in the learning day budget, but should be paid from the RIC’s line-item for administrative travel.
I. If an Area does not recover all of the seed funds, that is OK. We do not expect these events to make money, but want to recover seed funds so we can plan additional events.

J. Approved expenses are:

i. Rent for the facility
ii. Insurance for the event (The event up to 500 people will be covered as a meeting by regional insurance)
iii. Copies for flyers, registration material, programs and handouts for material covered at the workshop.
iv. Mileage (at approved CMSRSC rate) for speakers traveling within California.
v. Food and Beverages.

Adopted: 21 July 2001
Updated: 15 October 2016
ADDENDUM “D”
CALIFORNIA MID-STATE REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE
OF
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS

WEB SITE GUIDELINES AND POLICIES

The purpose of the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous Web Site is to further the Narcotics Anonymous® primary purpose of carrying the message to the addict that still suffers by providing easily accessible information about NA within the RSC boundaries. All activities directed to that end shall be carried out in accordance with the Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous and the Twelve Concepts for NA Service and directly support the Fifth Tradition.

Functions/Responsibilities

The basic functions of the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous Web Site are:

1. To provide communication
   a. Between this Region of Narcotics Anonymous and the public
   b. Between the Areas of the Region and the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee.
2. To post current meeting schedules for the Areas.
3. To post information benefiting the Areas served by the RSC.

Requirements and Duties of the Web servant and Alternate Web servant

1. Personal time and abilities to perform their duties.
2. Willingness to serve in the position.
3. Two (2) years clean time.
4. Understanding and practical experience of the Twelve Steps of Narcotics Anonymous, the Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous and the Twelve Concepts for NA Service.
5. Maintenance of clean time throughout term of office or participation.
6. Regular attendance at Narcotics Anonymous recovery meetings.
7. Resources necessary to perform the duties as assigned
8. The Alternate Web servant will be willing and able to assume the duties assigned the Web servant if necessary.

Finances and Ownership

1. Expenses for web site hosting and domain registration are the responsibility of the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee. The cost for Internet access, computer equipment and software, training, etc. are the responsibilities of the Web servant.
2. The Web servant is responsible for communicating all financial needs and consequences to the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee.
3. The CMSRSC is the owner of the domain name. The Web servant is responsible for maintaining the ownership of the domain name for the CMSRSC.
4. The Web servant is responsible for investigating and choosing a vendor for hosting the web site. The final decision rests with the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee.
5. The Web Servant is responsible for the development and maintenance of the web site. The development and/or maintenance can be accomplished by:
   A. the Web Servant performing the work as an unpaid volunteer.
   B. the Web Servant utilizing the unpaid volunteer services of other members while the Web Servant remains as the single point of accountability.
   C. the Web Servant supervising contract services for-hire by a vendor under an agreement approved by the CMSRSC.

Amended January 18, 2020
In all cases, the participants will sign work-for-hire agreements and all material will be owned and copyrighted solely by the CMSRSC.

6. The Web Servant will ensure that the Regional Chair is in possession of all access and contact information, and all ownership will be held in the name of the CMSRSC and/or the Regional Chair if necessary.

Web Servant Reporting and Communications

The Web servant will submit a written report to the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee at each regular meeting. This report will detail all pertinent financial and technical status and developments related to the operation of the web site. The report will also include any relevant correspondence received, sent and forwarded. The Web servant is required to attend all regular California Mid-State Regional Service Committee.

General Guidelines

1. The web servant shall create and maintain email accounts as instructed by the RSC.
2. Personal e-mail addresses are not to be posted on this web site.
3. External hyperlinks will be approved by the CMSRSC.
4. Meeting directory pages should be checked for updates at least every 30 days.
5. Any NA group or committee may request to post information concerning upcoming events or service functions. Requests will be approved based on current CMSRSC policy.
6. Chats, forums, discussions, and other similar content concerning personal recovery issues are not posted on the web site.
7. Images of any identifiable person, whether a NA member or not, are never used.
8. Merchandise sales will be allowed on the website following the procedures and policies of the CMSRCC and/or the RSC.
9. If an Area Service Committee or Group within the Region has its own web site, the site may be linked to the CMSRSC web site with approval from the CMSRSC.
10. Copyrighted material will not be used on the web site without specific permission from the owner.
11. The Webs servant is responsible for updating the information posted on the WSO web site whenever the changes in the CMSRSC are made.
12. The CMSRSC will establish policies necessary for the operation of the Web Site.

Privacy Policy

The CMSRSC will establish and maintain a privacy policy for its web site.

Date of revision: 06 June 2013
Date Approved: 15 June 2013
ADDENDUM “E”

CALIFORNIA MID-STATE REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE
OF
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS

Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program

Purpose of the Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program
The purpose of the California Mid-State Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program is to ensure that any addict seeking recovery through a working knowledge of the Twelve Steps of Narcotics Anonymous has the opportunity to work the steps even in an institution. The Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program provides a sponsor to guide a sponsee by mail through the Twelve Steps of Narcotics Anonymous while the sponsee is incarcerated in an institution and is unable to meet potential sponsors at local NA recovery meetings.

Requirements and Duties of the Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program Coordinator
1. Is the sole administrator of the Behind the Walls Program.
2. Has the personal time and abilities to perform their duties.
3. Willingness to serve in the position.
4. Two (2) years clean time.
6. Maintenance of clean time throughout term of office or participation.
7. Regular attendance at Narcotics Anonymous recovery meetings.
8. Resources necessary to perform the duties as assigned.
9. Provides a monthly written report to the CMSRSC, and attends “Region on the Road” meetings of the CMSRSC in conjunction with offering local Behind the Walls orientation meetings.

Coordinator appointment
1. Coordinator will be appointed by the CMSRSC Chairman subject to initial confirmation and annual confirmation by a simple majority of the RCMs.
2. The Coordinator may be removed by the CMSRSC Chairman with approval of a two-thirds majority of the RCMs.

Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program Orientation
1. The Coordinator shall facilitate orientations at “Region on the Road” meetings.
2. The Coordinator shall maintain a Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program Resource & Information Packet and utilize it for orientations.

Specific Details – How the Process Works
1. All letters will be sent via the Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program P. O. Box, with no personal last names, addresses, or phone numbers of the sponsors, committee members, or anyone else given to the sponsee. Sponsors will use first names only, as decided by the sponsor. “Correspondence Only” agreements (on reverse) with these signatures will be filed with Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program.
2. Sponsors from the Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program will have an individual addict assigned in the order that the sponsors have qualified and that addicts of the same sex become available. The new sponsors will be notified once they have been approved for the sponsorship program. The sponsor must
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have had no prior knowledge of their assigned sponsee. They should never have met the person they will be assigned for sponsorship at any time during their lives.

3. The Coordinator will log all incoming and outgoing letters by date, with name and facility of the inmate, sponsor, and phone number so we may make inquiries of the status between the sponsor and sponsee.

4. Only inmates with incarceration time lines of one year or more will be assigned a sponsor.

5. No arrangements for rides, visits, loans, phone calls, materials for corresponding, photos, books, drawings, tapes, contacting family members or friends will be made between the sponsor and sponsee.

6. The Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous will be strictly upheld.

7. All rules and regulations of the facility will be strictly upheld.

8. Only women will write women, and only men will write men.

9. Any sponsee may write the Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program directly with any recovery related questions or concerns at any time.

10. In order to maintain Active Status, All volunteer sponsors are required to attend an annual orientation, offered quarterly at the Region on the Road CMSRSC meetings. Specific Details – Only Approved Mailing Address CMSR BTW Program PO Box 931 Manteca, CA 95336

Requirements for a Volunteer Sponsor
The Volunteer Sponsor shall:

1. Communicate with sponsees in writing only, responding to their letters within two (2) weeks.

2. Utilize the CMSR BTW Sponsorship Program Mailing Address ONLY, as provided above.

3. Respect the confidentiality of the sponsee.

4. Refrain from using abusive or profane language in all correspondence.

5. Maintain focus on recovery through working the 12 Steps of Narcotics Anonymous.

6. Refrain from providing sponsee with personal details; phone number, address, email address.

7. Refrain from face to face meetings, visiting sponsee or arranging any meetings upon release.

8. Refrain from supplying sponsee materials; such as envelopes, stamps, pre-stamped envelopes, writing paper, writing implements, books, tapes or any other items.

9. Refrain from contacting anyone or relaying messages to anyone the sponsee might request.

10. Refrain from compromising the 12 Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous or any facility guidelines.

11. Refrain from commenting on any matter that might jeopardize the safety and security of the facility, staff, facility residents, outside members or anyone else. We have NO Opinion on outside issues.

12. Affirm that the sponsor has not been a victim of, or an accomplice of, a crime with any potential sponsee. The sponsor understands that failure to adhere to any of the above agreements will result in disqualification as a sponsor from the CMSR Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program and may jeopardize our continued service at any facility. The sponsor understands that every letter sent into a facility will be opened, checked for contraband and read by institution staff. The only purpose is to help a fellow addict find recovery through working the 12 Steps of Narcotics Anonymous.

Specific Details – Outside NA Sponsor:

1. The sponsor must have at least two (2) years continuous clean time. Our program is one of complete abstinence.

2. All interactions will only be via mail, never in person.

3. Personal anonymity will be maintained at all times. Last names and personal details will never be provided to incarcerated addict/sponsee.

4. Sponsorship through the mail, (i.e., working the 12 Steps of Narcotics Anonymous), is provided until sponsee release. NO Personal Contact is allowed after release. Face to face meetings will not be allowed, either inside or outside the institution.
5. Personal information, letters, packages or messages will never be relayed from sponsee to any outside person.
6. Sponsor is allowed to forward a recovery meeting schedule from the parole location to sponsee prior to release. No Personal Contact will be scheduled after release.
7. The Twelve Steps of Narcotics Anonymous and the Twelve Concepts for NA Service will be followed at all times.
8. All correspondence shall adhere to the facility guidelines and requirements, while keeping within the boundaries of these Guidelines, The Twelve Steps of Narcotics Anonymous and the Twelve Concepts for NA Service.

**Specific Details – Removal from Program as a Sponsor**
1. Loss of abstinence.
2. Non-fulfillment of duties (i.e., not returning sponsee letters within the two (2) week timeframe).
3. Providing personal information or relaying messages, packages or letters to anyone.
4. Arranging any meetings with Sponsee upon their release from custody.
5. Missing the annual orientation.

**Specific Details – Incarcerated Sponsee:**
1. Potential sponsees currently incarcerated for one (1) year or more in a correctional facility seeking recovery and freedom from active addiction through working the 12 Steps of Narcotics Anonymous are qualified for this Behind the Walls Sponsorship Program.
2. Sponsee has a willingness to work the 12 Steps of Narcotics Anonymous to effect a change in their life upon release.
3. Sponsee understands no personal contact is allowed after release.
4. Sponsee understands that the only correspondence will be through the PO Box, with no last names, personal addresses, phone numbers, or any other personal details provided.

**Specific Details – Removal from Program as a Sponsee**
1. Requesting Sponsor to provide personal information or relay messages, packages or letters to anyone.
2. Requesting sponsor to arrange any meetings with sponsee upon their release from custody.
3. Upon sponsee’s release from custody.

Adopted: October 15, 2016
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>ASC</td>
<td>Area Service Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Conference Agenda Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>Conference Approval Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>CMSR</td>
<td>California Mid-State Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>CMSRCC</td>
<td>California Mid-State Regional Convention Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>CMSRCNA</td>
<td>California Mid-State Regional Convention of Narcotics Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>CMSRSC</td>
<td>California Mid-State Regional Service Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>CMSRSCNA</td>
<td>California Mid-State Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>Guide to Local Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>GWS</td>
<td>Guide to World Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>H &amp; I</td>
<td>Hospitals and Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Narcotics Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>NAWS</td>
<td>Narcotics Anonymous World Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Public Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>PRHB</td>
<td>Public Relations Hand Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>RCM</td>
<td>Regional Committee Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>RCMA</td>
<td>Regional Committee Member Alternate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>Regional Delegate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Alternate Delegate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>RIC</td>
<td>Regional Information Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>WSC</td>
<td>World Service Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>WSLD</td>
<td>Western Service Learning Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>WSZF</td>
<td>Western States Zonal Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2027</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>